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THE

JEWS OF
MEDIEVAL

ENGLAND
There was in Asie, in a greet citee,
Amonges Cristen folk, a Jewerye,
Sustened by a lord of that contree
Forfoule usure and lucre of vilanye,
Hateful to Crist and to his companye. ,
-Geoffrey

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales

BY DAVID STEIN SALTZ
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n 1387, when Chaucer completed the
Canterbury Tales, it had been nearly a
century since any Jew-except perhaps
a foreign doctor paying a royal house callhad been permitted to set foot on English
soil. Nor had any returned even 200 years
later, when Christopher Marlowe's Jew of
Malta declared that, "I walk abroad 0' nights
/ And kill sick people groaning under walls:
/ Sometimes I go about and poison wells."
So who was this Jew of Malta, or Shakespeare's Shylock, the malicious Merchant of
Venice who insisted upon collecting a
pound of the unfortunate Christian's flesh
against his overdue debt?
At the base of these hideous stereotypes is
the simple fact that over a period of many
centuries, Jews were predominantly
the
bankers and repo men of western Europe
and, as such, convenient lightning rods who
drew off the discontent of an overtaxed populace. The Jews, as was common to say, were
-W<esponges that the king would immerse in
the wealth of his subjects and then wring
out into his own coffers.

THE JEWISH MONEY LENDER

I

n the Roman empire and for centuries
after its fall, Jews were prominent in
many crafts and in commerce, but by
the High Middle Ages, they had been
thwarted by gentile competition, increasingly organized on lines of national and religious solidarity. The merchants'
and

craftsmen's guilds were Christian syndicates
with enforced monopolies in given industries.
The situation worsened in 1095 when

ered loans at interest to be, in principle, ben-

Pope Urban II summoned his flock to set
aside internecine conflicts and join together
to free the Holy Land from Muslim domination. On the way, impatient crusader mobs
massacred almost the entire Jewish population of Rouen and the Rhineland, reasoning
that the Jews were also infidels, and murderers of the Lord, to boot. This militant antisemitism was maintained and renewed over
the following centuries, and travel became
impossibly dangerous for Jews, further
excluding them from trade.
Blocked by the Catholic Church from
developing their own enterprises and from
employing Christians, Jews had little option
but to invest their capital in the ventures of
others. The growing European economy was
naturally hungry for credit. Gold and silver
was in terribly short supply, as large quantities of precious metals had been withdrawn
from circulation to be fashioned into religious and courtly regalia. There was enough
ready money in Christian hands to fund the
profitable large-scale political activities of
the growing monarchies-to
equip armies,
and develop the burgeoning trade with the
East-but what we would today call consumer loans were less profitable and consequently less attractive.
Furthermore, Christian financiers were
held to the Church's broad interpretation of
the biblical prohibition
of
usury, by which the very
practice of earning money
by investment
was condemned as a mortal sin.
While investment
in
large-scale commercial
activities could masquerade as a partnership, small-scale loans
would have brought the
Christian lender into
direct conflict with the
Church.
Jewish authorities, on
the other hand, consid-
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Here, a Jewish couple
is shown holding the
stereotypical money
bags, while being condemned for usury.
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eficial to all concerned. While they were:
bound by the Bible's strictures, their literal I
interpretation only prevented them from I
charging interest on other Jews. Since the,
Jews were in any case ecclesiastical outlaws,
and since few other means of survival were
to be had, money-lending gradually was
adopted as their almost exclusive livelihood. In northern France, this development
was already well advanced by the middle of
the 11th century.
It was from this region that Duke William
of Normandy came, who, by right of conquest, was crowned king of England at Westminster Abbey on Christmas Day of the year
1066. Soon the first of his Jewish subjects
followed him across the Channel, probably
attracted by the commercial possibilities
offered by a land building new social and
political institutions. (It is believed, though,
that the Anglo-Jewish community in England first achieved substantial numbers after
1096, when survivors of the massacres in
Rouen fled to England.)
King Henry I (1100-35) granted the first
charter of protection to the Jews, which recognized them as direct vassals of the king:
they were to serve the king, be protected by
the king, and be subject to no authority
other than the king's. Jewish communities
were established in the major towns of the
realm, particularly London, Norwich, Lincoln, Winchester, Cambridge, Northampton, and York.Whenever possible, they built
sturdy stone houses for ,security; in fact,
some of the oldest private houses still standing in England today were built by Jews.'
Like rulers elsewhere in Europe, English
monarchs came to rely upon their Jews as a
distinct class with ready cash, high education, and considerable business acumen.
The Jews became treasury agents of the
Crown in all but name, advancing money
for the king's immediate needs, to be reimbursed by the sheriffs as county taxes were
collected.
But the king quickly came to hunger for a
more direct share of the Jewish capital.
When King Henry II in 1188 demanded that
100,000 pounds in tax-an almost unimaginable sum for the time-be raised to defray
the costs of his own planned Crusade, fully
30,000 of this was levied upon the Jews.
A few years earlier, after the death of the
Jew Aaron of Lincoln, the king had netted
£I5,000-about
three quarters of a typical
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maturely buried.
Be that as it may, William had disappeared on the eve of the Jewish festival of
Passover, and rumors quickly spread
through the city that he had been abducted
after the synagogue service and murdered in
a religious ritual. Maidservants of a Jewish
household
claimed to have witnessed
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through a chink in the door a mocking reenactment of Christ's passion: the boy was
bound and gagged, his left hand and foot
nailed to a cross, his head pierced with
thorns, his side stabbed, and his body scalded with boiling water.
As a victim of ritual murder, "Saint"
William of Norwich (as the local bishop
proclaimed him a couple of years later),
proved a financial boon to his neighbors.
Relics of saints-bones,
hair, mummified
organs, even scraps of dried blood-were
valuable commodities; so much so that
Jews were frequently
condemned
for
accepting holy relics as collateral for loans
to monasteries. The martyr's body was
already reported to have performed miracles at the burial, and the shrine of St.
William developed into a favorite pilgrimage site. His relics continued to be venerated for another 500 years, right up until the
Reformation, providing additional incentive for an accusation of ritual murder to
be raised whenever a Christian child died
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Both Protestants and Jews are shown being burned for heresy and witchcraft in this
woodcut from 1493.
jects of the realm enjoyed. Typically, though,
kings contented themselves with a smaller
share of a Jew's estate, if only to leave the
heirs with enough money to continue in
business and paying taxes.

in mysterious circumstances near a Jewish
population.
In England, three more ritual murders
were reported in the next fifty years, and the
legend quickly expanded to include the socalled "blood libel." According to superstition, the Jews had been cursed with chronic
hemorrhoids ever since they exclaimed to
Pilate-as
reported in the gospel of
Matthew-"His blood be on us and on our

RITUAL MURDER
AND BLOOD LIBEL

T

This woodcut from 1475 depicts the torturing of Jews accused by the Inquisition
as heretics.

year's royal income-by declaring himself
the sole rightful heir of the great financier's
estate. Since Aaron's money had been accumulated by the forbidden practice of usury,
this seizure was technically lawful. By this
expedient, Jews were denied even the rudimentary legal protection that Christian sub-
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he economic and political role of the
Jews could hardly have been better
contrived to arouse public hostility:
all the more so when, as a purely practical
matter, it was quickly recognized that attacks
on Jews could be used as a cover for destroying their financial records, thus wiping out
debts at a stroke. Excuses to massacre these
Jews were not hard to contrive, and the
English proved themselves to be world-class
innovators, inventing what would prove to
be one of the most enduring myths of the
medieval imagination: the Jewish ritual
murder.
On March 22, 1144, Easter Eve, a young
skinner's apprentice from the city of Norwich had been missing for two days when
his body was discovered in a nearby wood.
.Based on the available evidence, some histo-

children." They could be cured, it was said,
only by accepting "the blood of Christ."
Incorrigibly literal-minded, the Jews were
supposed to have interpreted this to mean
that they needed to consume the blood of
innocent Christian children, which they
baked into the unleavened Passover bread

eachyear.

rians have judged that William, in fact, may
not even have been dead, but only in a
deathlike cataleptic state when he was pre-
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Shortly after the events at Norwich, Jewish convert to Christianity Theobald of
Cambridge alleged that a conclave of Jews
met every year in Spain to select, by lot, the
town at which that year's ritual Christ substitute should be killed, and that the
choice had fallen on Norwich in 1144. As
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bizarre as this story sounds, its blend of
world conspiracy with the carnal frisson of
sloppy bodily fluids was just the thing to
appeal to the medieval imagination. Accusations proliferated and in much of eastern
Europe, blood libels and the pogroms that
they provoked continued to be a regular
part of Jewish life right up until the early
part of this century.

JEWISH LIFE DURING
THE CRUSADES

T

he immediate effects of the events at

Norwich were limited. King Stephen
blocked the ecclesiastical courts
from charging "his" Jews with the crime,
and the sheriff of Norwich gave them refuge
in the castle during the worst of the antiJewish fervor. (One Jewish leader is known
to have been killed by a knight who owed
him money, and isolated attacks continued,
flaring up with each ritual-murder charge.)
But the royal guardianship, as long as it lasted, protected the Jews of England from the
grievous violence suffered by their co-religionists in crusader Europe. All of this
changed, however, with the accession to the
throne of Richard I, who brought the crusading frenzy home to England.
At his coronation in 1189, the king proclaimed that no woman or Jew would be
admitted to the ceremony. Perhaps hoping
to soften the feelings of the new monarch, a
deputation bearing rich gifts was sent to the
king by several Jewish communities. A few
of these Jews slipped in to observe the proceedings but were quickly discovered and
ejected, whereupon the enthusiastic crowd
around the Westminster palace fell upon the
deputation, beating and trampling several
of them to death.
That evening, rumors quickly spread
through London that the king had ordered
all Jews to be exterminated, and the populace was not slow to put this supposed
order into effect. Jews were slain in the
open street and their houses were set
ablaze, burning whole families to death.
Agents of the king were finally roused to
restore order the next day, but only three of
the many rioters were arrested and later
executed: one who had taken advantage of
the unrest to rob a Christian residence and
two who set a Jewish house ablaze but had
unforgivably allowed the flames to engulf
Christian homes nearby.

RENAISSANCE

Jewish scholars, wearing the pointed hat forced upon them by law, are shown here
being suckled by their wet nurse, the "Devil's pig!' From the earliest anti-Semitic
broadside from Germany, 1475.

Although the king decreed that the Jews
should be protected, this murderous spirit
communicated itself quickly through the
whole land. Nobles preparing to take up the
cross had already gathered in many of the
major cities, still short of cash to pay their
way to the Holy Land. Nothing seemed more
reasonable than to kill and plunder the infidels in their midst to raise the funds to do
God's work. And so it went, in Stamford,
Lincoln, Norwich, Bury St. Edmund, and
Lynn. (The small Jewish community of Dunstable saved itself only by mass conversion.)
The large and prosperous Jewish community of York-already settled for most of a
century-was attacked outright by a conspiracy of debt-ridden local barons. Most of the
York Jews managed to flee to the relative
safety of the castle where they were besieged
for several days. When the besiegers were
making ready to assault the castle, the desperate Jews incinerated their valuables and
committed suicide en masse rather than fall
into the hands of their enemies. The few survivors, promised safety if they would accept
baptism, opened the gates the next day and
were promptly massacred.
The king, now off in France, was incensed
by these violations of public order, and even
more so by the attendant loss to the royal
treasury. Seven of the conspiring barons had
their estates seized (though they were later
restored), about 50 prominent citizens of
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York were fined, and the sheriff
removed from office.

was

The king's main response, though, was to
impose greater supervision of Jewish financial transactions. The office of Exchequer of
the Jews was established to keep copies of
every deed and contract involving Jews. In a
sense, this offered the Jews a small degree
of protection,
since debtors could no
longer free themselves by killing the creditors and destroying their records; if the
Jews were killed, the debt would be inherited by the Crown. But the records held by
the Exchequer of the Jews served primarily
to facilitate the Crown's own exploitation
ofJewish wealth.

CONTINUED HARDSHIP

F

ollowing the accession of Richard's
brother John in 1199, the English
Jews were relentlessly ground down
between an epic political struggle between
the king and his barons. While each king
pressured the Jews harder than his predecessor to squeeze out needed funds, the
barons, perpetually indebted and consequently resentful, atta~ked them as agents
and supporters of the king. The Magna
Carta specifically includes clauses restricting the rights of money lenders to collect
their debts. And while the barons assembled their armies in London to force the
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king to grant this charter, they passed the
time by robbing and then demolishing the
houses of the city's Jews.
A brief respite from persecution after
John's death in 1216 lasted only as long as
the minority of son Henry III. Once he ruled
in his own name, this profligate king quickly
bankrupted the treasury and resorted to
increasingly harsh measures to refill it from
the Jews' purse. When civil war broke out in
1263, the barons set about slaughtering the
Jews and destroying their business records
in every town that they took.
At the same time, the wider European
scene was seeing an unprecedented wave of
religious fanaticism and intolerance, not
only against Jews, but equally against
heretics and homosexuals. The Church
~re
ic
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waged a war of extermination against the
Albigensian movement in southern France
and established the Inquisition in 1233 to
combat heresy and heterodoxy.
Itinerant preachers of the Dominican and
Franciscan orders also inflamed popular
passions. The Fourth Lateran Council,
which convened in 1215, imposed numerous regulations on Jews, such as the requirement that Jews wear a "badge of infamy" so
that they might be readily distinguished
from Christians. The badge of infamy-the
precursor and precedent for the yellow star
of Nazi Germany-was duly adopted into
English law and expanded, until Jews were
eventually required to wear over their hearts
a prominently colored badge three fingers
wide by six fingers high.
Not surprisingly, the English people came
to see their Jewish neighbors as a distinct,
foreign, and unwelcome presence. Accusations of ritual murder-among
these the
death of "Little St. Hugh" of Lincoln in
1255, the basis for Chaucer's "Prioress'
Tale"-led again to savage slaughter.
When Edward I came to the throne in
1275, the Jewish population was not only
despised by most of his subjects but already
too impoverished to be of much use to him.
The Jews' role as money lenders to the
monarchs of Europe had meanwhile been
usurped by the Knights Templar, leaving the
Church now implacably opposed to Jewish
usury. One of the new king's first acts was to
prohibit usury by law to Jew and Christian
alike. This served to ingratiate the new king
with the Church authorities, simultaneously
striking a blow against the power of the
barons who were still dependent upon this
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were to be forfeited to the Crown.

Recognizing the need to provide them
with a legal means of subsistence, the edict
simultaneously granted leave for Jews to
engage in trade and crafts and to lease land
for farming. But these halfhearted experiments in social engineering failed utterly.
Hundreds of Jews were hanged during these
years, accused of continuing to practice
usury or of clipping coins.
When Edward returned from an extended
visit to the continent in 1289, he resolved to
restore order to his realm and put an end to
the agitation between Jew and Christian.
And so it was enacted by the king in his
Council on July 18th, 1290, that all Jews
must leave England before the feast of All
Saints (November 1st). The act graciously
allowed them to take with them all of their

And so the Jews slipped out of English
history. What became of them? Some
wealthier Jews were killed by bandits
before they left the country, others by
pirates before they reached the continent.
The rest disappeared into the established
communities of Europe, where they were to
be expelled from one realm after another,
even accused of poisoning Christian wells
at the time of the Black Death.

movable property, but houses and lands
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A few books survive, a few engraved
stones, a house... but those two centuries
of Jewish settlement in England have been
largely obliterated, leaving hardly a trace of
their existence. lt would be nearly four centuries later before a more tolerant-or perhaps merely more capitalist-age
would
again welcome a Jewish community in
Britain. 0)
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